


WAREMA

As the European market leader for technical 

sun shading products with more than 60 years 

of experience, Warema has a wide and varied 

range of products with precision solutions for any 

requirements. The offer ranges from external sun 

shading systems to internal sun shading systems. 

These products facilitate optimal control and use of 

daylight and the sun’s warmth. Create an enjoyable 

atmosphere at home with Warema.

A Pleasant Atmosphere for
Every Building



Product Information



WAREMA

Cassette Awning Type K-70

With its linear design, the WAREMA K-70 cassette 

awning perfectly matches the trend towards flat and 

lean-to roofs as well as cubic designs. Set fascinating 

design standards in your oasis of well-being with this 

elegant cassette awning. The optional valance roller 

blind protects you from low sun and light evening 

breezes, and guarantees more privacy on your patio.



Product Information

Characteristics Integrated WMS comfort control with WMS wind sensor for automatic 

retraction of the awning in case of wind.

In the evening, indirect lighting ensures a pleasant feel-good 

atmosphere. 

Brilliant accessories (optional): Integrated LED stripes in the front 

profile and cassette, radiant heater, valance roller blind, patio side 

screen, patio frame.
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Wall installation

Cassette awning K-70

Valance roller blind
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WAREMA

External Venetian Blinds

The term “sun shading” includes the efficient control 

of the room climate. Since they absorb 60-80% of 

solar irradiation before it reaches the window pane, 

external Venetian blinds are ideally suited for this job. 

They keep the room nice and cool. In winter, they let 

light and warmth penetrate the windows to save

heating energy. And they are also an ideal tool for 

adjusting the room brightness and can even darken 

a room sufficiently for presentations. It goes without 

saying that they blend excellently into architectural 

concepts. This is because they are WAREMA solutions,

uncompromising in terms of design and quality.

Characteristics With beaded slats

Self-supporting 

With flat slats

Wind-resistant

Dimming

Front-mounted

Design External Blinds

Assymetrical
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Mounting example

Slats with self-cleaning effect

New guide profile end cap

Get into the sun faster
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WAREMA

Zip / Window Awning

The latest sun shading systems must be able to 

fulfill many different requirements. During the day, 

they should provide pleasant shade, whereas in the 

evening, they should allow as many of the last rays of 

the sun to enter the room as possible. They should 

keep the room cool in summer but help to save energy 

in winter. All of these requirements are fulfilled by 

WAREMA sun shading solutions.



Product Information

Vertical awnings

Can be used flexibly with many technical 

refinements; facade awnings are the professional 

large-area shading solution for practically every 

building. 

Robust technology and perfect functionality and 

quality make WAREMA vertical awnings a classic 

feature for shading vertical glazed surfaces such as 

windows with single and multiple openers.
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Facade Awning



WAREMA

Black Out Awning

The WAREMA black-out unit provides perfect

protection from light, as it completely darkens a room. 

The blind is completely opaque, infrared-proof and 

flame retardant in accordance with DIN 4102 B1 or 

non-flammable in accordance with DIN 4102 A2. All

materials are UV-resistant, corrosion-proof and

rot-proof.
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Horizontal black-out blind H-VDA outlet for motor line

Cassette roller blind XS

Cassette roller blind S

Cassette roller blind M
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